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Abstract
Internet takes vital role in our communications infrastructure, due to slow convergence of routing protocols after
network failure become a budding problem. To assure fast recovery scheme from link and node failure in networks,
we present a new recovery scheme called Multiple Routing Configuration (MRC). Now a days, Internet plays a
major role in our day to day activities e.g., for online transactions, online shopping, and other network related
applications. Internet suffers from slow convergence of routing protocols after a network failure which becomes a
growing problem. Multiple Routing Configurations [MRC] recovers network from single node/link failures, but
does not support network from multiple node/link failures. In this paper, we present MRC, and analyze its
performance with respect to load distribution after a failure. We also show how an estimate of the traffic demands in
the network can be used to improve the distribution of the recovered traffic, and thus reduce the chances of
congestion when MRC is used. We propose Enhanced MRC [EMRC], to support multiple node/link failures during
data transmission in IP networks without frequent global re-convergence. By recovering these failures, data
transmission in network will become fast.
Keywords: Re-convergence, Routing Instability, Proactive Mechanism, Failure Recovery, MRC, Availability,
computer network reliability.
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Introduction
The demand on the Internet has been increased by transforming it from a special purpose
network to a common platform for many online services such as online transactions,
entertainment and for other e-commerce applications. Internet suffers from slow convergence of
routing protocols after a network failure. The central goal in the Internet is the ability to recover
from failures [1]. Generally in IP networks, when a node/link failure occurs, the IGP routing
protocols like OSPF are used to update the forwarding information based on the changed
topology and the updated information is distributed to all routers in the network domain and each
router individually calculates new valid routing tables. The IGP convergence process is slow, as
it is reactive i.e., it reacts to a failure after it has happened, and global i.e., it involves all the
routers in the domain. This global IP re-convergence is a time consuming process, and a
link/node failure is followed by a period of routing instability which results in packet drop. This
phenomenon has been studied in both IGP [2] and BGP context [3], and has an adverse effect on
real-time applications [4]. Though the different steps of the convergence of IP routing, i.e.,
detection, dissemination of information and shortest path calculation has been optimized, the
convergence time is still too large for applications with real time demands [5]. Since most
network failures are short lived [6], too rapid triggering of the reconvergence process can cause
route flapping. Multiple Routing Configurations [MRC] [7] is a proactive and local protection
mechanism that allows fast recovery. When a failure is detected, MRC forwards the packets over
pre-configured alternative next-hops immediately. Since no global re-routing is performed, fast
failure detection mechanisms like fast hellos or hardware alerts can be used to trigger MRC
without compromising network stability [8].The shifting of recovered traffic to the alternative
link may lead to congestion and packet loss in parts of the network [9].

MRC Overview
MRC is based on building a small set of backup routing configurations that are used to
route recovered traffic on alternate paths after a failure. The backup configurations differ from
the normal routing configuration in that link weights are set so as to avoid routing traffic in
certain parts of the network.
MRC approach is threefold:
i. We create a set of backup configurations.
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ii. A standard routing algorithm like OSPF is used to calculate configuration specific shortest
paths and create forwarding tables in each router.
iii. We design a forwarding process that takes advantage of the backup configurations to provide
fast recovery from a component failure.

Background Work
Each IP router normally maintains a primary forwarding port for a destination(prefix).
When a failure occurs, some of the primary ports could point to the damaged link/node and
become unusable. The idea of IPFRR is to proactively calculate backup ports that can be used to
replace primary ports temporarily until the subsequent route recalculation is completed. Figure 1
shows an example with node 1 as the A simple scheme related to IPFRR is equal cost multipaths (ECMP), where a number of paths with the same cost are calculated for each
source/destination pair [13]. The failure on a particular path can be handled by sending packets
along an alternate path. This approach has been implemented in practical networks. However, an
equal cost path may not exist in certain situations (such as in a ring), thus ECMP cannot
guarantee 100% failure recovery [7].
The condition ensures that packets do not loop back to S. Similar to ECMP, this scheme does not
guarantee 100% failure recovery since a node may not have such a neighbor. In [15], a scheme is
proposed to set up a tunnel from node S to node Y that is multiple hops away. The alternate path
to a destination D is from S to Y then to D. This guarantees 100% failure coverage. The extra
cost is the maintenance of many tunnels and potential fragmentation when the IP packet after
encapsulation is longer than the maximum transmission unit (MTU) [16]. removing any of these
links forces the packets to go back to S. Therefore, the failure of any key links can be inferred by
S at a deflected packet. To provide an alternate path, FIR removes the key links and runs shortest
path routing from S to D. FIR is extended to cover single-node failures in [18]. FIR also supports
ECMP. Our scheme and FIR share similar ideas. The difference is: we develop a different
algorithm that does not have any assumptions on the primary paths (E.g., the primary paths can
be either shortest or non-shortest); and our algorithm supports generic multi-path routing where
the paths could have different costs.
An algorithm called multiple routing configuration (MRC) is presented in. The scheme lets each
router maintain multiple routing tables (configurations). After a failure is detected, the routers
search for a configuration that is able to bypass the failure. After that, the index of the selected
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configuration is inserted into packet headers to notify each router which table to use. MRC
achieves 100% failure coverage. The overhead of MRC is maintaining multiple routing tables
and adding an extra index to packet headers. Recently, an inspiring work is done on path
diversity, which discusses how to find multiple paths between source/destination pairs using
routing deflection. The authors derive three neat conditions that achieve generic path diversity.
Although the scheme is not designed for a specific application, it is shown to be promising for
failure recovery. In this stage, directly using the scheme cannot guarantee 100% failure coverage.

Enhanced Multiple Routing Configurations
Motivation
Even though the MRC provides an elegant and powerful hybrid routing framework, it
doesn’t protect the network from multiple failures and MRC is expensive as it requires more
number of backup configurations. Hence, EMRC is designed to support multiple failures by
utilizing time slot mechanism and less number of backup configurations.
Basic idea of EMRC
The basic idea of EMRC is as follows: Each source to destination transmission maintains
original route. First shortest path is taken as an original route. These shortest paths are calculated
by using the OSPF algorithm. Initially, data packets will be transmitted using this original route.
In this source to destination transmission, any sudden occurrence of node or link failure happens,
total transmission is collapsed. At this time EMRC uses the timeslot mechanism. If a failure is
occurred we will give the timeslot, means give some time to failure recovery before changing the
route. Within the timeslot, if the failure is recovered then data is transmitted by using the original
route only and if the failure is not recovered, then the data is transmitted by using the backup
route and send the probing for failure recovery. During the backup route transmission, if failure
is recovered, then backup route transmission is stopped and again reuses the original route. By
reusing the original route we can improve the fastness of routing, since the backup route is
longer than the original route.
EMRC Approach
EMRC is a threefold approach. First, a set of backup configurations are created, such that
every network component is excluded from packet forwarding in one configuration. Second, for
each configuration, a routing algorithm like OSPF is used to calculate configuration specific
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shortest paths and create forwarding tables in each router. Third, a forwarding process is
designed which uses the backup configurations to provide fast recovery from a component
failure.

Proposed Scheme
We present a new scheme for handling link and node failures in IP networks. Multiple Routing
Configurations (MRC) is a proactive and local protection mechanism that allows recovery in the
range of milliseconds MRC allows packet forwarding to continue over pre-configured alternative
next-hops immediately after the detection of the failure. Using MRC as a first line of defense
against network failures, the normal IP convergence process can be put on hold. This process is
then initiated only as a result of non-transient failures. Since no global re-routing is performed,
fast failure detection mechanisms like fast hellos or hardware alerts can be used to trigger MRC
without compromising network stability. MRC guarantees recovery from any single link or node
failure, which constitutes a large majority of the failures experienced in a network. MRC makes
no assumptions with respect to the root cause of failure, e.g., whether the packet forwarding is
disrupted due to a failed link or a failed router. The main idea of MRC is to use the network
graph and the associated link weights to produce a small set of back-up network configurations.
MRC assumes that the network uses shortest path routing and destination based hop-by-hop
forwarding. This gives great flexibility with respect to how the recovered traffic is routed. The
backup configuration used after a failure is selected based on the failure instance, and thus we
can choose link weights in the backup configurations that are well suited for only a subset of
failure instances.
Generating Backup Configurations
MRC configurations are defined by the network topology, which is the same in all
configurations, and the associated link weights, which differ among configurations. We formally
represent the network topology as a graph G = (N, A), with a set of nodes N and a set of
unidirectional links (arcs) A. In order to guarantee single-fault tolerance, the topology graph G
must be bi-connected. In generating backup configuration we will first detail the requirements
that must be put on the backup configurations used in MRC. Then we propose an algorithm that
can be used to automatically create such configurations. The algorithm will typically be run once
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at the initial start-up of the network, and each time a node or link is permanently added or
removed.

Algorithm 1
Creating backup configurations.
start
for i € {1 . . . n} do
Ci ← (G, w0)
Si ← Ø
Bi ← Ci
end
Qn←N
Qa ← Ø
i←1
while Qn ≠ Ø do
u ← first (Qn)
j←i
end

Recovery Load Distribution
MRC recovery is local, and the recovered traffic is routed in a backup configuration from the
point of failure to the egress node. This shifting of traffic from the original path to a backup path
affects the load distribution in the network, and might lead to congestion. In our experience, the
effect a failure has on the load distribution when MRC is used is highly variable. In this section,
we describe an approach for minimizing the impact of the MRC recovery process on the post
failure load distribution. If MRC is used for fast recovery, the load distribution in the network
during the failure depends on three factors

Load-aware backup configurations
Start
for i € {1 . . . n} do
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Ci ← (G,w0)
Si ← Ø
end
Qn ← N
assign_CT (Qn, γ, ascending)
Qa ← Ø
while Q n ≠ Ø do
u ← first (Qn)
i = CT (u)
j←i
i ← (i mod n) + 1
until u € Si or i=j
if u not € Si then
Give up and abort
end

4. Result Analysis
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In this graph, X-axis represents the number of packets transmitted in the network and Y-axis
represents the average time taken for each packet transmission in seconds. The graph shows that
the average time taken for each packet transmission in MRC is more than that of in EMRC
which shows that the EMRC scheme is more efficient than the MRC scheme.

Conclusions
We have presented Multiple Routing configurations as an approach to achieve fast
recovery in IP networks. MRC is based on providing the routers with additional routing
configurations, allowing them to forward packets along routes that avoid a failed component.
MRC guarantees recovery from any single node or link failure in an arbitrary bi-connected
network. By calculating backup configurations in advance, and operating based on locally
available information only, MRC can act promptly after failure discovery.
MRC operates without knowing the root cause of failure, i.e., whether the forwarding
disruption is caused by a node or link failure. This is achieved by using careful link weight
assignment according to the rules we have described. The link weight assignment rules also
provide basis for the specification of a forwarding procedure that successfully solves the last hop
problem.
During this transmission at any time, if the original route is recovered, data transmission
using backup route is stopped and again shifted to the original route. By using this configuration
one can improve the fastness of failure recovery and data transmission. EMRC thus achieves fast
recovery with a very limited performance penalty.
EMRC does not take any measures towards a good load distribution in the network in the
period when traffic is routed on the recovery paths. Existing work on load distribution in
connectionless IGP networks has either focused on the failure free case or on finding link
weights that work well both in the normal case and when the routing protocol has converged
after a single link failure.
In spite of these encouraging results, this configuration is not to explain some of the issues those
are like that this configuration can’t develop for some multiple data failures at a time like
occurrence of isolated nodes. It is recovered by improving the efficiency of isolated nodes by
using the isolated links as restricted links.
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